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Foreword

The Standards
Unit
We are committed to
the following
principles which
underpin all our work:


We will recognise
and celebrate
excellence in the
post-16 sector.



We will recognise
and celebrate
diversity.



We will be open
and participative in
our approaches to
development.



We will recognise
barriers to
excellence and be
supportive of those
working in
challenging
contexts.



We will challenge
underperformance.

Success for All is a partnership between the DfES Standards Unit and
the Learning and Skills Council (LSC).The Standards Unit leads on
Themes 2 and 3 and the LSC on Themes 1 and 4:


Theme 1 – meeting needs, improving choice



Theme 2 – putting teaching, training and learning at the heart of
what we do



Theme 3 – developing the leaders, teachers, training and support
staff of the future



Theme 4 – developing a framework for quality and success.

The Standards Unit was set up in January 2003 to embed excellence
in teaching, training and learning and to modernise and upgrade the
sector’s workforce. It acts as a catalyst, selecting priority curriculum
areas for action and harnessing the work of partners to improve
quality in the post-16 learning and skills sector – in FE and sixth form
colleges, sixth forms in schools, work-based learning, adult and
community learning and the prison service.
The Unit’s staff includes officials and expert practitioners seconded
from colleges and other providers and the inspectorates.This core
team is supported by call-off consultants, whose expert knowledge
enables delivery in a range of areas.The work of the central team is
supported by nine regional offices who are crucial to the national
dissemination of the teaching and learning resources and the
delivery of step improvements across the country.The Unit selects
curriculum areas because of their importance to the economy and
social inclusion and because inspection outcomes show there is
room for improvement
To support the improvements required, the Standards Unit is also
providing national free training in coaching for teachers and trainers
who have been nominated as Subject Learning Coaches by their
managers.The programme is designed to provide professional
training for Subject Learning Coaches so that they can work
confidently with colleagues to further improve teaching, training
and learning in their subject area. It is a new and exciting programme
which is being embedded through subject networks, where Subject
Foreword
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Learning Coaches from different backgrounds meet to share best
practice and develop their coaching skills. If you would like to know
more about becoming a Subject Learning Coach, why don’t you
speak to your Standards Unit Regional Director or look at
www.successforall.gov.uk.

This health and social care resource will be a valuable reference in
network meetings when Subject Learning Coaches are discussing
the health and social care curriculum.We hope you will find this a
useful resource and we look forward to receiving your comments
and feedback.
Jane Williams
Director of Teaching and Learning
Head of Standards Unit
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Introduction

The seven teacher and trainer
handbooks are linked to the
seven learner observation
booklets.The booklets are
designed for learners undertaking
a level 3 qualification in early
years. On completion of the first
six booklets, the learners will have
developed the skills and
understanding essential to
complete an observation to
professional standards.The
seventh booklet is an extension of
Booklet 3 – methods of
observation.Three of the
methods are dealt with in more
depth and detail.

NOTE

Guidance notes for
teachers and
trainers and a
specimen scheme of
work may be found
in Handbook 1.The
appendix of this
handbook deals
with how to adapt
the resources for
health and social
care.The Teacher
and trainer key skills
handbook shows
key skills mapped to
the activities in
Booklets 1–7c.

Working as an early years
practitioner is a very important
profession. It is a privilege to be
responsible for supporting
children as they become
confident and well balanced
individuals, able to take their
place in society. It takes many
skills to provide a firm foundation
for the future of a child.The most
important are the ability to make
objective observations, draw
appropriate conclusions and
prepare plans to encourage each
child to achieve his or her full
potential. Encourage your
learners to be unobtrusive
observers of children and they will
learn much that will help them to
develop these essential skills.

Effective observation is a
sophisticated skill essential for
working in a variety of early years
health and social care settings.
Observation skills are applicable
through all vocational sectors and
work-based learning
environments. Rigorous
observation processes demand
many high level skills including
recording, reviewing, monitoring,
interpretation and evaluation.
The teacher and trainer
handbooks provide ideas,
resources and guidance to assist
you in planning and organising
learning.The handbooks aim to
stimulate ideas to help you to
improve teaching and learning
but are not definitive guides.The
seven teacher and trainer
handbooks link to the learner
observation booklets and may be
used flexibly to meet the needs of
individual learners.You may
decide to use individual sessions
for other programmes. For
example, Handbook 6 would work
well as part of an induction
programme for most courses.
Throughout this handbook we
refer to the following
publications: Foundation Stage
Profile Handbook and Birth to Three
Matters – both DfES publications,
produced by Sure Start.
Introduction
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The seven teacher and trainer
handbooks support each of the
following learner observation
booklets:
Handbook 1
How to develop good
observation skills
Handbook 2
How to plan and record
observations
Handbook 3
How to choose methods of
observation
Handbook 4a
How to make sense of your
observations.
Part 1: Interpreting your
observations – milestones and
norms.

8

Handbook 5
How to make sense of your
observations
Part 2: Conclusions and
recommendations
Handbook 6
How to use references and
bibliographies
Handbook 7a
Supplement to Booklet 3:
methods – checklists
Handbook 7b
Supplement to Booklet 3:
methods – graphs and charts
Handbook 7c
Supplement to Booklet 3:
methods – time and event
sampling

Handbook 4b
How to make sense of your
observations.

Each handbook is subdivided
into three sections:

Part 1: Interpreting your
observations – theorists and
expert opinion

2. Activities.

Observation teacher and trainer handbook 6

1. Session plan.

3. Resources.
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Teacher and trainer notes – Session 6

How to use references and bibliographies

Session plan

What you will need to do for
this session:










Read this handbook and
copy relevant pages for your
learners as handouts.

The resources you will need
for this session:


Booklet 6.



This teacher and trainer
handbook for instructions
for activities.



Resources (handouts and
OHTs) from the back of this
handbook.



The Teacher and trainer key
skills handbook.

Read learner observation
Booklet 6.
Photocopy enough copies
of Booklet 6 for your
learners.
Familiarise yourself with all
the activities and make sure
you have all the resources
prepared.
Remember to identify any
potential barriers to
individual learning. Build in
plans to help each learner to
achieve success.Where
possible work with a
colleague specialising in
language, literacy and
number (LLN) ensuring
learners are able to acquire
the skills (LLN) or apply the
skills (key skills) to meet
individual need.

The session:


Introduction.



Select and write quotations.



Defining and knowing how
to avoid plagiarism.



How to write a bibliography.



Review and consolidation:
contribute to glossary and
How did I do?



Teacher or trainer
evaluation.

How to use references and bibliography

9

Length of session:

Observation

How to use references and bibliographies

Unit:

Topic:
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Give out Booklet 6 and allow learners a few
minutes to familiarise themselves with the
booklet.

Recap on previous sessions and booklets
using a range of methods to include all
learners, e.g. quizes, charts and focused
questions.

Discuss content of session.

Introduction to the session
Introduce the aims and objectives of the
session.

Look through Booklet 6.

Discuss previous sessions
and recap on Booklets 1–5.

Learner activity

Teacher or trainer activity

explain and demonstrate how to use quotations;
demonstrate the difference between paraphrasing and plagiarism;
demonstrate how to write a bibliography using the Harvard system.

5 minutes







By the end of the session the learners will be able to:

Booklets 1–6.

Resources

To demonstrate the importance of using a logical and consistent method of referencing.

Aim:

Learners understand the
relevance of referencing
and bibliography to
observations.

Learners are clear about
the aims and objectives
of the session.

Learner outcomes

5:54 pm

Objectives

Number on register:

120 minutes
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Date:

Room:

Teacher or trainer:

Programme
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30 minutes

Record key points.

Feedback in large group.

Circulate round learners to check learners’
understanding of activity. Ask focused
questions to ensure that learners are able to
select and write appropriate quotations.

Provide books, journals or other sources to
complete Activity 1 from Booklet 6, p. 4.

Read pp.2–3 of Booklet 6: How to use
references and bibliographies.

Support with OHT 1

Booklet 6.

Read pp.2–3 of Booklet 6.

Record key points.

Feed back.

Complete Activity 1 from
Booklet 6.

5:54 pm

Take notes from OHT 1.

Books and journals.

Learners understand
how to select and write
quotations.

Whiteboard/
flipchart.

Listen to teacher or trainer
explanation.
Discuss.

Learner outcomes

Resources

Learner activity

22/7/05

Why use quotations?

Use focused questions to test learners’
existing knowledge and understanding of
referencing and bibliography.

Select and write quotations

Teacher or trainer activity
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Listen to instructions.
Work through Activities
4–7 of Booklet 6.
Ask questions and request
assistance if required.

Textbooks
Journals
Articles
Periodicals
Internet access.

The awarding
body’s and the
organisation’s
policies on
plagiarism.
Booklet 6.

Resources

Learners understand
how to construct a
bibliography accurately.

Learners are aware of
their organisation’s and
the awarding body’s
policies on plagiarism.

Learners understand the
difference between
plagiarism and
paraphrasing.

Learner outcomes

5:54 pm

50 minutes

Thought shower –
plagiarism.
Discuss the definition of
plagiarism.
Discuss awarding body
policy on plagiarism.
Read p. 5 of Booklet 6.
Complete Activity 2 from
Booklet 6.
Discuss and feed back,
record key points.
Complete Activity 3 from
Booklet 6.
Discuss.

Learner activity

22/7/05

How to write a bibliography
Introduce activity.
Discuss with learners how the Harvard
system is an internationally recognised
system of referencing and building a
bibliography.
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(10 minutes
for plagiarism,
20 minutes for
paraphrasing)

Defining and knowing how to avoid
plagiarism
Thought shower – the definition of
plagiarism.
Support with OHT 2 – definitions of
plagiarism.
Support with explanation of plagiarism in
Booklet 6.
Discuss organisation’s policy and awarding
body policy on plagiarism.
Working in pairs ask learners to complete
Activity 2 from Booklet 6, p. 6.
Circulate around groups asking focused
questions about paraphrasing and
plagiarism.
Feedback and discussion.
Record key points.
Learners to complete Activity 3 from
Booklet 6, p. 7.
Feedback in large group.

30 minutes

Teacher or trainer activity
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After the
session

Complete teacher or trainer evaluation
using p. 14.

Complete pp. 13–14 of
Booklet 6.
Any questions?

Booklet 6.

Learners identify what
they have learnt so far
and areas needing
further development.

Learners demonstrate an
understanding of new
words and terms used
throughout the session.

Learners accurately
create a bibliography
using the available
resources.

Learner outcomes
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Review and consolidation
Glossary – learners fill in new words or terms
and discuss their meaning.
Complete Activity 8 (p. 13).
How did I do?
Ask learners to complete Activity 9 (p. 14) to
check and consolidate learning.
Recap and evaluation.
Check that aims and objectives of the session
have been met.

Use research skills and a
range of resources to
complete activities.
Read Handout 1 (p.16).
Feed back.

Learners use their own research skills and
follow the instructions in Booklet 6 to help
them to write a bibliography correctly.
You may have some examples to share with the
learners.Give learners Handout 1.
Using a range of resources,internet sites,books,
journals and articles,the learners work their way
through Activities 4–7 of Booklet 6,pp.8–11.
Circulate around learners, ensuring that they
are confident in what they are doing and
offering support and guidance to all learners.
Organise feedback in large group to record
key points and confirm learning.

Resources

22/7/05

5 minutes

Learner activity

Teacher or trainer activity
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14

Review of:
b) what went less well and how to improve it

Review of:

a) what went well

Observation teacher and trainer handbook 6

c) were the needs of all learners met?

5:54 pm

Review of:

The needs of particular learners will be met in the following
ways:

(achieving differentiation)

(differentiation)

22/7/05

The following range of particular needs exist (these will have been
identified during the learners’initial assessment):

How the needs of all learners will be met

Identifying the needs of all learners

Teacher or trainer evaluation
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Resources

Booklet 6

How to use references and bibliographies

Resources
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Handout 1

How to list useful resources for references

As you progress through your programme you might find it very useful to build your own
list of useful resources.
This could include:


relevant early years, childcare and education journals and periodicals (these could be
cut out and filed);



details of useful internet sites and links;



useful reference books.

Using the Harvard system, here is an example of how you might like to list the sources:
Beaver et al.; 2001, Babies and young children: Diploma in Child Care and Education.
Cheltenham, Nelson Thornes.
Tassoni et al.; 2002, Diploma in Child Care and Education. Oxford, Heinemann.
DfEE, 2000, Foundation Stage Profile Handbook. London, QCA publications.
Sure Start – Birth to Three Matters: A framework to support children in their earliest years.
London, DfES Publications.

16
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OHT 1

Why use quotations?

Quotations can:


give more credit or support to what you have said;



illustrate your point;



show that your ideas are based on the research by early years child care and education
professionals;



show you have read and researched.

Why use quotations?
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OHT 2

Definitions of plagiarism

‘verb: to take (the work or idea of someone else) and pass it off as one’s own’
The Compact Oxford English Dictionary,Oxford, 2003,
Oxford University Press
‘verb: to steal (ideas or passages) from (another work or author)’
The Collins Paperback English Dictionary, London, 1990,
William Collins Sons and Co. Ltd.

18
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Appendix

Adapting Session 6 for health and social
care
Session 6 is appropriate and recommended for learners on all health
and social care programmes.
It requires little if any adaptation in order to be suitable.

Adapting Session 6 for health and social care
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The observation booklet

Welcome to the observation booklet

REMEMBER

This booklet is not
designed as a
distance learning
resource.The work
of the learners
should be discussed
with the teacher or
trainer and
appropriate
feedback should be
provided.

This booklet is designed for you and your learners to use in one or all
of the following ways:




As part of a taught session.
For learners to complete in their own time.
As part of a taught session and as part of learners’private or
independent study time.

The booklets are designed to have the covers colour-coded as
follows:








Booklet 1: red
Booklet 2: orange
Booklet 3: yellow
Booklets 4a and 4b: green
Booklet 5: blue
Booklet 6: purple
Booklets 7a, 7b and 7c: pink

Instructions
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Photocopy the cover on A4 paper of the correct colour.
Photocopy the booklet pages on A4 paper in the order they are
provided here.
Collate the cover and the pages, staple them using a long arm
stapler and fold in the middle to produce your A5 booklet.
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